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University of Minnesota Press, United States, 2012. Hardback. Book Condition: New. Betsy Bowen
(illustrator). 241 x 206 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. Was Caesar like the eagle because
of his aquiline (from aquila, for eagle in Latin) nose, or does the eagle seem imperial because of his
Caesar-like beak? Does the sharp vision of a hawk-eyed observer have any basis in nature? And
what the heck is kettling to a bird-watcher, or, for that matter, a bird? Raptors have captured the
imagination from time immemorial and have an especially rich history in Minnesota. The ancient
peoples whose pictographs adorn the rock faces of Lake Superior s North Shore may well have
witnessed the first hawk movements along Lake Superior the same annual migration that today
draws as many as twenty thousand people to Duluth s Hawk Ridge. These birds, passing through in
astounding numbers, are among the hawks and accipiters, buteos and harriers, eagles and ospreys
pictured and profiled in detail in this book.Written by one of Minnesota s best-known bird
authorities, with images by one of the state s favorite illustrators, Hawk Ridge is as fun as it is
informative. It introduces the state s raptors, from...
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The ebook is not di icult in read through easier to comprehend. Of course, it is perform, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Once you
begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr . Ha ylee Gr im es PhD-- Dr . Ha ylee Gr im es PhD

Good electronic book and valuable one. It generally is not going to charge an excessive amount of. Its been developed in an remarkably straightforward
way and is particularly simply following i finished reading this ebook through which really transformed me, change the way i think.
-- Mr . Dom enic Eichm a nn-- Mr . Dom enic Eichm a nn
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